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Growth Criteria for Establishing Luminescence in
Strained Si1-*Ge*/Si Quantum Wells

S.Fukatsu, H.Sunamura, Y.Kato, N.(Jsami, and Y.Shiraki
Researchcenter"'y;:i,':iri:,:;r,'r1;,i:,echnotosv(RcAsr)'

4-6-1 Komaba; Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan

Successful and_reproducible growttr of strained quantum wells (QWs) is demonstrated, addressing
the selection of highergroffih temperature as a criterion to establish a high degree of structurJ
integrity.with maintaining a good cryatallinity in terms of "optical" quality. -The temperature
threshold was found to be correlated with luminescence efliciency ri'trite- the threshfia was
different for the c4ntal orientation, Ge-rich layers, x>0.35, were grown, in which well phonon-
resolved luminescence was obtained. Growttr and PL ofQWs on vicinal surface are demonstrated.

PB-1-8

L lntmduction
Recent advance in Si epitaxial technology has

accelerated the research on fuminescence pniperties
in SiGe-based heterostructural sptems. Firs, ,*aV
]vas- r€ported by Sturm ei aI on exciton
luminescence in strained Si1-;Gex/lsi quantum wells(alV) grown using iaprd Gdd 

"ttir-i*t *p",
depositionl. Recently it was addressed tir"t
luminescence in ewj grown by *iia ,o"r",
molecularbeam epltany corla be obtiinea ;of*h;n
one brings the growth temperature highJi"than-a
gractlcal threshold, 620C2,3.In contrast, it seems
that the growth criterion to estabrisrrl"-ini*"n.r i"
gasr,sourae related growth methods has not been
established. It has been nqthgr postulated tt t theg-
purge grglt QWs are ofa high optical qualiry fr6m
its foi6fu1'a-7. In lhis laper, we present iul
investigation on strained Sit-"geo6i ew, growth
by gas source 

, Si molecular- beam 
"pirury, 

and
attempt to establish criteria to obtain eificient
luminescence.
IT. F-frimental

Saryples yerg groryn by a purpose-built ps
source Si molecular beam epiaxy (MBE) (Dalao
Ho:ran VCE-S2020) on n6minirltj' on-*i[- Si
zubstrates using SizHo 4d Getla on Si substratesT.
urcwth temperature (Ts) was monitored bv a
thermocoupt-". 9q composition and layer thickiress
were determined by -d_ouble cr'6tal x-ray airrlaction.
Photoluminesoence (pL) was-recorded in ;hndard
lock-iqr configuration using an argon- ion 

-6;;
o'perating at an optical excitation d-ensity of 0.1-
lWqrrz on the sample surface, a l-m iispersive
monochromator, and- a liquid-riitrogen-.oot.a C,
o9recrgr. Sample temperianre was controlled bv a
closed c-y-clg refilgeralor (>l6K) or by immersioi in
pumped helium (*2K).

III- R esults an d jiscussian
Emissivity of solid source MBE-grown Sir_

*Ce* QWs was found to depend critically on the
growth temperature as has been revealed by previous
studies2,3. This can be interpreted in terms of cr5atal
quality, and correlated with post-growth annealing
where band-edge luminescence was found to
develop in less emissive Q%4. In contrast, a high
degree of PL emissivity has been postulated to tre
inherent to gas source grown QWst,+-2. In view of
the annealing eryeriments having been done on solid
source MBE grown QWs, the importance of crlatal
q.uality to the emissivity of QWs seems to be
obvious. Hence, it is likely that PL efficiency
depends on Ts also in gas source grcwn QWs.

Figure I shows l8K PL spectra of Si1-;Qexlsi
SQWs of nominallys3me composition, x=0.18, and
well width, I-z=344, grown on p-type Si(100)
substrates at various temperatures. Phonon-resolved
PL is observed between 950-l050meV. NP, TA, T0
refer to no-phonon, transverse acoustic, and optical
phonon replicas, respectively. SiTo doublet peals
consists of free exciton line at the higher energy side
and B-bound exciton line on the lower energy.

Obviously, Q\ry PL intensiry is Jeen to
monotonigulty increase_ with Ts, and the integated
!L lnl91rqitf is larger for QW compared to 5i for
IPJ0.0'C, Frgure 2 shows th-e integrdted intensity of
QW luminescence as a function of Ts. For
TP7QO"C, rd inrensity levels out and rapid pL
quenching is evident with decreasfurg temperature,
Ts<700"C.

All these findings are in qualitative agreement
with the trend observed in soliilsource MBE grolvn
QWsz'3. Altematively, QW PL efficiency depends
critically on gro.nrth_temperature even in gat source
!{BE, anda higher Ts brings an improvemlent in eWPL intensity. To strengtfien this- idea excitation
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FIG.l. lS-KPLspectraof strained Si1-;Gea/Si SQWs with
x:0.18 and Iz:3A grownbygas source MBE at
various growth temperatures, Ts=620-780"C-

profile of PL intensity was studied8. Figure 3 shows
the integrated intensity of four QWs grown at
different temperatures asi a function of excitation
power. The absolute intensity for a fixed po\iler
increases with Ts as was already shown in Figl.
However, under intensive photopump, Q\ry PL
intensity seents to be of comparable magnitude, with
the least emissive one (Ts=620"C) is catching up
with othen in intensity in the higfr excitation limit.
Meanwhile, for lower exciation, intensity difference
becomes noticeable. Such a trend can be visualized
by looking at the power exponent, m, of excitation
profile8. For comparison, m=l line has been drawn
aside. m= I is indicative of radiative recombination
rate directly proportioml to the incident power, and
the absence of nonradiative channels which would
kill the number of available caniens. m<l is expected
for band filling, i.e. high excitation, and' m*2
indicates sfiong influence of nonradiative pathwala,
vrz., arfier loss. Details of m is given Ref.8.
Judglng from these criteria, m<l for higher
excitation suggests effective reduction in tlre
influence of nonradiative channels on PL efliciency.

Post-annealing was performed on gas source
MBE-grown QWsl'e's. Approximately nvo-fold
increase was observed in PL intensity of QWs
grcwn at Ts=620oC, whereas intensity increase was
smaller for QWs when grown at Tp700"C. It is
noteworthy that ENP extribited significant upshift
afterannealing due to Gelsi interdiffusion giving rise
to a modulated potentialg. However, no dislocation
features were found in PL spectra, showing
unmatched structural stability of QWs compared with
rather thicker alloy layerslo. Excitation profile of PL

700"c
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FIG.2. PL intensity of QW normalized to Si substde PL as a
function of Ts.

intensity after annealing extribited qualitative clnnge
both in gas and solid source MBE-grovm QWs. m
increased following anneal, tending toward m= l
with concomiant increase in absolute intensitys,to.

As seen from the foregoing discussion, it tums
out that the quality of crynal is the key to
establishfury high PL efficiency regardless of growttr
schemes, be it gas source orsolid source ones.

Figure 4 shows 2-K PL spectrum of a
SiO.gZlGq.fiTSi single ^qnan$m well (SQW)
with well width (Iz) of 68A erown at Ts=740oC in
the good eprtaxial temperature range addressed
above. Higtrest energ:y line wittr a linewidth of 4meV
is no-phonon line arisrng from alloy disordering. TO
phonon lines are resolved into thre€ lines
corresponding to different bond anaqgementl. TA
line is seen between NP and TO lines. Si substrate
luminescence looks relatively stronger than at l8K.
This seems to be related with nonradiative
recombination in the Si laye67,8. Integrated intensity
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FIG.3. !-xgitation power dependence of pL intensity of eW.
Solid line represents the power exponent m=1.

Ts=740oC
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FIG.5. l6-K PL spectra of shained Si1-yGe/Si SQW with
x:0.31, 0.38, 0.47. 0.57.
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FIG.6. l6-K PL spectra of stained Si1-xcea/Si SQWs
(x=0. 177, t-z+44) grownon on-ads (top) and vicinal
surfaces; 3" and 4"-offtoward [10].

riorphology of 3 and 4'off substrates were almost
featureless and smooth, providing a good quality of
surface flatness.

nlConcltrsions
We presented a study on the growth of strained

Sit -xGexfi quantum wells by monitoring
photoluminescence emissivity as contrcl. Selection
of hidr growttt temperahue and post gl'o!\rth
annealing were fruni to provide nrflicient emissivity
in othenpise scarcely emissive QWs. Ge rich QWs
and vicinal surface QWs have been successfully
grown.
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FtG.4. 2-K PL specta of a stuained Sig.g23c€g .tltlSi SeW.

of QW PL is, however, larger by an order of
magni0de than that of Si PL. Note, all these lines
are due to bound excitonic transitions. Seen at ttre
lower energy side of Sirc line is electron-2 hole pair
luminescence located at I l55meV. At l030meV,
though zuperposed on QW PL, a small shoulder is
seen, which is due to two-phonon involving
transition, TOrOr fine. This is contrasted wittl
previous PL spectra of QW PL grovr'n by solid
source MBE where Si dominated the spectm at
2KI I.

Grcurttr of Ge rich Q\ils werc performed for x>
0.f t1z. Figure 5 shows l6K PL spectn of QWs of
x=0.31, 0.38, 0.47, and 0.57. Note, well width are
not the same. Nevertheless, NPpeak energy is seen
to decrease with increasingx due to r4id increase of
valence band confinement barriers with x. Second
p""t( in each figure can be attributed to TO phonon
replica of NP lines, as identified from peak
separation, 57-59meV.

Finally, Q\ry growth on vicinal surface is
demonstrated in Fig.6 with PL spectra of QWs
growth on on-axis wafer and vicinal surfaces, 3 and
4"-off misaligned touard [ll0l, in the identical
growth conditions. Spectral features are the same but
there is a finite peak downshift for vicirnl surface
Q\ils. Details are not clarified yet.The surface
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